All forums will be held at 12:30 in the Event Center of the Jean Student Center and simultaneously made available through the Zoom platform. A Zoom link will be made available the week of the forum.

**WINTER BREAK**

**Jan. 22:** Who was Dorothy Day and why does she matter?  
Prof. Sherry Shepler, Communication Studies

**Jan. 29:** Should we look to work to provide meaning and fulfillment?  
Prof. Kyle Hubbard, Philosophy Dept.

**SPRING SEMESTER 2021**

**Feb. 5:** Do we live in a more violent age than the past?  
Mr. Peter Labombarde, College Advancement Office

**Feb. 12:** Can others ever see our true selves or are we always performing a version of our self?  
Prof. Daniel Bird Tobin, English Dept. / Theatre Arts

**Feb. 19:** Are people born geniuses? Do they achieve genius? Or do they have genius thrust upon them?  
Prof. Christian Gregory, Education Dept.

**Feb. 26:** Is disagreement in society the problem or the solution?  
Prof. Bryan Picciotto, English Dept. / Communication Studies

**Mar. 5:** How do we power our modern society?  
Prof. Derk Wierda, Chemistry Dept.

**Mar. 12:** Is climate change inevitable and if so aren’t we all doomed?  
Prof. Kevin Staley, Philosophy Dept.

**Mar. 19:** What makes something funny?  
Prof. Kelly Demers, Education Dept.

**Mar. 26:** Who was King Arthur and why should we care?  
Prof. Carrie E. MacLeod, Nursing Dept.

**Apr. 9:** What’s with the angry God in the Hebrew Scriptures?  
Prof. Gilberto A. Ruiz, Theology Dept.

**Apr. 16:** Why would we want to make a dead language live?  
Prof. Christine Kenison, Modern Languages Dept.

**Apr. 23:** Why do Shakespeare’s Sonnets matter?  
Come out behind Alumni Hall and find out for yourselves

**Apr. 30:** What should I listen for in music?  
Prof. Andrew Haringer, Fine Arts Dept.

**May 7:** What makes a good villain and why do we like them so much?  
Prof. Meg Cronin, English Dept.

For more information visit www.anselm.edu/humanities-institute